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Making Your
Move to the
Commercial
CLOUD

The cloud means different things to different people. However, it is often seen as a “force multiplier,” offering
more functionality and access to businesses and agencies. Experts cite five key benefits that cloud computing
has over on-prem environments:

Cost savings.

The cloud enables you to have the latest technology with the least amount of effort.
You save on labor and technology costs, not to mention that it’s easy to manage your
environment to be the right size at any time, saving wasted bandwidth and costs.

Elasticity.

The cloud expands and contracts depending on your needs so you can upsize quickly
and downsize rapidly. You always have the right sized computing power and capability
you need at the right time.

Modernization.

The cloud makes it more possible to tap into innovations and new applications. Your
migration gives you an opportunity to spring clean your system and create something
more forward-thinking.

Information sharing.

The cloud offers many ways to both share information and limits it. You can isolate
different classifications of information to share across mission partners and effectively
create a zero trust stance in ways on-prem computing wasn’t built for.

Security.

It’s easy to ramp security up and down, halt access to files, and control security with
less expertise. For government team members, the cloud makes it easy to segment
information and build the controls you need to gain CMMC certification, meet NIST
requirements and earn the authority to operate.
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Preparing for your move.
In preparation to migrate to the cloud, 80% of CIOs still have not reached the level of agility and business
benefits they were aiming for initially. With numerous federal mandates such as the President’s EO and the
Software Bill of Materials pushing agencies to the cloud, developing the institutional knowledge to get there
will be critical, and knowing “how” will be essential.

What makes people hesitate to migrate to the cloud?
Data breaches are on the upswing. Cybersecurity threats are eating away at revenue and brand reputation. And
the digital marketplace is in an everlasting cycle of change. Meanwhile, you need users to access information
from any device while enabling-high performance connectivity as usage demands ebb and flow.
The upside to moving to the commercial cloud is knowing that the cloud is software-driven, moving at cloud
speed, then the downside is you hit the RMF wall, which is more like moving at wagon speed, which is one
reason for the hesitation.
To move beyond that, you need to wrap your brain around being fully prepared to make a move to the
commercial cloud. To remain competitive, tech leaders need to save money, create an elastic environment, have
an environment capable of information sharing, to put an application into production. To be competitive, you
need to move at cloud speed, and being competitive means ensuring that they have the right organizational
design, the best software tools, and processes to realize value. At the end of the day, it is all about getting an
ATO, the authority to operate. “If you don’t have the Ops in DevOps, you don’t have anything.”
Another hesitation is that there’s always a challenge to changing culture and operational capabilities. For
example, you must change how you do business. And while you have all the capabilities to secure data in the
cloud, gaining authorization is a little bit harder. It’s a conversion. It’s an inconvenience. It will likely be chaotic
at times. Change isn’t necessarily easy or fun. But in today’s environment, the elasticity and capabilities you
gain are paramount to your security posture moving forward.

“

If you don’t have the Ops in DevOps,
you don’t have anything.
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Clean your house before
you make your move.
The first thing you should focus on as you prepare to move to the cloud is to get your network ready. Scan for
vulnerabilities and remediate. Find points of non-compliance. And harden your enterprise infrastructure.
For government agencies, the goal of achieving authority to operate (ATO) is the same as it is on-prem. So
DISA STIG/CIS benchmark compliance is critical. The best way to make fast work of that is through automation
and remove 90% of the effort it takes to harden your system.
Along with moving to the cloud, White House orders mandate adopting a Zero Trust posture, where security
moves from the perimeters and only gives the approved amount of access on a case-by-case basis. At
AFCEA’s TechNet Cyber conference in April 2022, Pentagon cyber chief David McKeown identified some of the
approaches he is taking to ensure a safe cloud migration and transition DoD’s 10,000 networks and systems to
Zero Trust by 2027:



Perimeter security stays in place until Zero Trust is established. “We are not going to rip and replace
everything. While we evolve, we make sure we use our old perimeter defense and signature things until
we guarantee the data is behind zero trust architecture.”



Solutions will be assessed individually. “It is a grouping of solutions that need to integrate well
together. We will not demand the services use a specific solution.”



Tasks will be prioritized using NIST’s risk management framework. “We will prioritize the different
systems and networks as we go along. If it’s a low, low, low in RMF terms, it will probably be at the
bottom of the stack. We will focus on anything that is high, high, high.”



Measurement is a key aspect to include. “We are looking at what metrics we need to develop, but we
don’t have any at this point.”



The Software Bill of Materials (SBOM) is important. “Log4j is a prime example of why you need an
SBOM because searching and scanning the networks makes it hard to know whether it is embedded in
the software in the network. From our DevSecOps pipeline [we] always create an SBOM” for software
built by DoD.

90%

Automation can remove
of the effort it takes to
harden your system, on-prem and in the cloud.
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Avoiding the pitfalls
of migration.

It takes a great deal of planning to avoid the pitfalls of cloud migration.
The pace of innovation, security, and, quite frankly, the technological threat is quickening. As a result, updating
legacy processes and systems has become a more immediate challenge. As a result, organizations are investing
more heavily in areas that will allow them to take full advantage of new technologies and processes in 2022
and beyond. And among the top priorities for CIOs? Cloud migration.
To remain competitive, tech leaders must continue to mature their company’s cloud strategies, ensuring they
have the right organizational design, skill development, and processes to realize value. They also need a way to
address labor shortages at a particularly labor-intensive time.

First, choose your cloud and tools.
Imagine that determining the tools needed for your new environment is like deciding on the exterior and
interior space requirements and bells and whistles when purchasing a new refrigerator. But it may not be plugand-play as you shift environments. For example, you may find out that the space in your new refrigerator no
longer accommodates your favorite pizza. Your old Brita dispenser may not fit. You may have to move some
shelves around. And you’ll have to get the temperature calibrated.
The commercial cloud is similar. It provides tools to make your transition more manageable, but it’s up to
you to successfully bring the capabilities, software, and strategies you need to migrate from one platform to
another. The cloud is empty and counts on you to build and sustain your network environment.
So, with most cloud environments being equal in terms of big emptiness, the differentiator to focus on is the
tools. Whether you choose AWS, Microsoft, Azure, Google Cloud, or a hybrid or SaaS solution, determine which
tools best suit your needs, and work best with your system. Do that if you need to hire a third-party for indepth assessment and objective insight.
The foundation you build at the outset of your cloud migration needs to be solid and strategic enough to
support the migration challenge and ongoing maintenance. And the tools and capabilities you work within
the cloud are essential to creating that foundation, establishing your Risk Management Framework (RMF), and
achieving authority to operate (ATO).
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Avoid challenges on the
road to RMF.

Before deploying on-prem, remotely, or in the cloud, every government operating system, device, and software
solution must meet Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) Security Technical Implementation Guide
(STIG) or CIS benchmark requirements. NIST 800-171 guides private organizations in hardening many of the
same endpoints before doing business with the government. Together, these security mandates represent
much of the RMF.
Traditionally, STIG/CIS/NIST compliance is a long and laborious, manual process that needs to be done for
each implementation of a classified system. So, as you can imagine, tackling the STIG process across 100s of
DoD systems can be daunting. And once you come into compliance, you must monitor your security controls
constantly. In addition, your mission may evolve, and you may get new software or devices. No matter how
minor, you need to update your security controls or suffer drift with each change.
As MITRE reports, the number of possible controls and their relative merits “is too much for any human being”
to manage. It’s not just the workforce shortage, either. It’s the density and cumbersome nature of the job.
So even if you could find the people, keeping them happy for any length of time would be difficult. And if a
cybersecurity workforce shortage hobbles you, your infrastructure is vulnerable to attack.
In such circumstances, automated tools are essential. Cloud automation defines the deployment and
management of tasks to be automated, and cloud orchestration arranges and coordinates those defined
tasks into a unified approach to accomplish intended goals. “It takes a lot of time and effort for someone to
do all these scans analyze them and publish those results,” says Kevin Dulany, chief of the Risk Management
Framework Division in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. “If we leverage automation, I can get a complete
risk picture, and I can do it more often. I can get a more up-to-date picture, and I can be more efficient in
finding my major problems and allocating my resources.”

Once your baseline is secure, beware of drift.
Have you ever drifted down the beach while floating in the ocean only to realize you were far from your
original sunny spot until way after the fact? Or when you took your eyes off the road while driving and
corrected in the nick of time and safely stayed on the road? I’d rather make a quick correction than drift along
unaware of the surrounding ahead. We know this as compliance drift. By continually monitoring your system,
you’ll be able to see places where your system has drifted away from its compliant security stance, creating a
vulnerability that could cause failure and affect your ATO.
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How best to address the
cyber-workforce shortage.

“Moving to the cloud is supposed to be relatively quick and easy but, addressing system security in the cloud
is no faster or easier than for an on-premises environment,” explains Brian Hajost, CEO of SteelCloud. He
continues to say that, even considering the slow pace of cloud migration—whether you’re talking 100s of
systems or just a handful of applications—most still underestimate the expertise and time required. A shortage
of trained personnel impacts your ability to modernize in any environment. But that shortage is even more
acute in classified environments.
Automation is a powerful tool for combating the shortage of cybersecurity personnel you need to harden your
systems and lock down data, but there is another benefit. When you free your people to do the things humans
do best, addressing those backlogs that take critical thinking skills to complete, everyone is happier, quality
goes up, and people stay longer in their jobs.

The cybersecurity workforce shortage grows
deeper with each passing year.
But there is no shortage of bots willing to
do the job.
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Planning for cloud
production and its
challenges.

There is much work to do before migrating to the cloud. Essentially, you are setting up a stand-alone data
center using their tools within another’s data center. First, you must decide what will be hosted in the cloud.
Then, government agencies will still have to go through the Risk Management Framework (RMF) process to
achieve authority to operate (ATO) in the cloud.
In other words, you still must meet STIG and CIS mandates. And if you know anything about that, it doesn’t go
quickly.

So, you need a plan.
Accelerate risk management and be more proactive.
The National Institute of Technology and Standards (NIST) established its Risk Management Framework (RMF)
to create an integrated, risk-based approach to security, privacy, and supply chain risk. NIST Special Publication
(SP) 800-53 is the foundation for hardening systems to mitigate risk when meeting RMF best practices. As a
result, the government has a solid plan for hardening compliance.
The challenge here is that hardening is traditionally a cumbersome, soul-sucking, manual process that can take
weeks and months to complete. If you have ample human resources, that is. And nobody ever has enough of
these highly specialized, expensive experts.
Automation is what makes hardening for the cloud feasible and sustainable. SteelCloud’s patented ConfigOS
policy remediation software is a proven tool you can use to help you reduce the time and hassle of meeting
RMF best practices.

In fact, it has been proven in multiple

instances to reduce hardening time by

while reducing costs by

70%.

90%
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You never have to worry about downtime due to configuration conflicts. ConfigOS provides instant visibility
into potential conflicts and prioritizes remediation activities based on control criticality. As a result, ConfigOS
helps you maintain your RMF best practices without worrying about the revenue loss that downtime can cause.
It also allows you:



Reduce risk. ConfigOS is a SCAP-validated automation solution that can scan 5,000-10,000 systems per
hour and remediate 2,000-4,000 systems per hour. With ConfigOS, you will gain visibility into your risk
and set mitigating controls in less than a day.



Create security baselines and test configurations. ConfigOS Foundry makes it easy to use standardized
security baselines or customize STIG and CIS benchmarks so you can take a risk-based approach to
cybersecurity. Securely test your configurations before deploying them and leverage our rollback
functionality to reduce downtime.



Provide continuous assurance. Ensure compliance with best practices by automating security
configuration updates to ensure continuous control effectiveness. Document all compliance activities
within ConfigOS.

Circumvent many of the roadblocks in your way.
According to Meritalk, state and local government IT decision-makers say they are plagued by budget
constraints, security concerns, lack of internal resources and workforce to support modernization, lack of inhouse expertise to guide migration, lack of a central coordination unit to streamline transformation efforts, and
perceived risk of meddling with critical technology. In other words, manpower/expertise and budget/time are
their chief concerns, and therefore, in part, they feel a need to move to the cloud.
Automation helps you navigate these roadblocks and move at cloud speed while achieving security
compliance. As a result, ConfigOS rapidly performs essential tasks with minimal human intervention:



Scan. Each instance of ConfigOS can scan 1000s of endpoints per hour, supporting every type of
infrastructure and cloud environment.



Remediate. Remediate 100s of controls around each server or workstation in minutes. Better yet,
execute multiple remediations at once!



Report. Customize and simplify compliance reporting, filtering results with tools that deliver actionable
data format.



Monitor. Gain real-time awareness of your compliance posture with a Splunk-based dashview
dashboard or the SIEM of your choice.



Maintain. ConfigOS performs continuous diagnostics and remediation 24/7/365 to ensure your secure
baseline doesn’t drift.



Comply. Achieve rapid ATOs, bringing new tools and capabilities online.
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Simplify hardening
to speed your way
to compliance.
Understanding how the cloud is different begins with knowing how new security technology leverages the
cloud to scale radically. You need to be able to sort through all your data in real-time and accurately narrow it
down to a manageable level. Again, automation helps.
In addition, ConfigOS Foundry is a graphical application that allows users to modify, add, delete controls, and,
most importantly, build and document waivers. It eliminates the need for the user to use a scripting language
and associated syntax, opening the task up to lower-level specialists.
It also “splits” policies so the user can exercise all the STIG/CIS controls, determine waivered controls, and
build an operational baseline policy. The Foundry policy split capability allows users to harden all the necessary
STIG controls around an application stack in about an hour. Each instance of ConfigOS Command Center can
remediate 3,000-5,000 endpoints per hour and remediate hundreds of STIG controls on each endpoint in
under 2 minutes.

Automation makes a tough challenge easier.
Replacing legacy systems is perhaps a leader’s most significant consideration as they move to the cloud. They
jeopardize data security as well as the services the systems provide. But the second most critical decision will be
“how do I move faster at a time when qualified manpower is hard to find?”
For that, there are automation tools like ConfigOS. However as the workforce shortage grows and cyber-attacks
become more common, there are not sufficient human resources to manually secure systems. In addition,
the rate of technology growth has moved beyond that. Fortunately, cybersecurity involves several repetitive,
routine tasks better suited for bots than humans.

ConfigOS automation software was instrumental in
hardening one of the first DoD applications to achieve
ATO in the Amazon AWS commercial cloud in 2012.
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How automation
helps you operate at
cloud speed.
Whether by mandate or choice, migrating to the cloud is critical to keeping up with the evolution of
computing, data, and security. Only the cloud can deliver the elasticity and agility businesses need to continue
to evolve. But migrating applications and systems from on-prem to the cloud can be cumbersome, timeconsuming, and challenging.
Automation can deliver reliable, repeatable results across multiple environments to accelerate and simplify. It
reduces human error and frees staff time to focus on cloud migration’s higher-value, more strategic aspects.
Furthermore, automation helps your business empower DevOps, artificial intelligence, real-time processing, and
more. Humans just can’t keep pace with the rate of growth these days. But bots can.

Secure your systems at cloud speed.
As Charles Dickens notes in the opening of his classic novel A Tale of Two Cities, “It was the best of times
and the worst of times.” We live in an age of wisdom and innovation regarding cybersecurity. Yet, today’s
organizations are also experiencing unprecedented challenges in maintaining security.
Cybersecurity compliance is a daunting challenge. The need for modernization has never been greater. And
amid all this, cybersecurity teams and developers are asked to keep pace while facing a depleted, experienced
workforce. The only way to fulfill that mission is automation. Even in the worst of times, it is a best-of-times
solution you can rely upon to protect your systems and data.
As organizations rely more on moving to the “new frontier” of the cloud, they are also rethinking risk
management. Software vendors need to prepare for more stringent governmental oversight of the software
supply chain from coding through delivery and installation. And government agencies must harden systems
while speeding ATOs so that the most secure tools are always online for them.
Along with moving to a new environment, there needs to be a re-envisioning of what to do with new
capabilities, tools, and solutions. According to Netskope’s Cloud and Threat Report, organizations with 5002,000 employees use 690 specific cloud applications per month. However, this number doesn’t mean that
the average organization also includes at least one device per employee, network devices, Internet of Things
devices like printers, and on-premises applications.
This means months upon months of lumbering STIG (Security Technical Implementation Guide) and CIS
(Center for Information Security) compliance work for federal implications. However, automating cybersecurity
compliance is the only way to stay agile and aware of thwart attacks. Forbes notes in their migration guide,
“Automation becomes a must-have when there are hundreds of components that you need to migrate and
even more performance tests to run to make sure everything works as intended.”
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Automation makes
the heart of security
grow stronger.
In the federal government, robust cybersecurity mitigation strategies are vital to evolving the federal
government’s cyber resilience. In addition, recent security directives underscore the need for increased
information sharing and stronger public-private partnerships to leverage a range of strengths to combat
ongoing cyber threats.
Government organizations and system integrators utilize SteelCloud’s ConfigOS for cloud compliance and
applications because it allows them to perform IA functions at “cloud speed.” ConfigOS is lightweight, easy
to install, and simple to support. In addition, ConfigOS is easy to license and is an excellent solution for two
dozen, two hundred, or two thousand endpoints in the cloud or on-prem. Save time, effort, and costs as you:

 Detect Risks

Scan your entire environment in less than 60 minutes for visibility
into your security posture.

 Prioritize Remediation

ConfigOS automates remediation, then lets you set remediation activities
based on control criticality and impact on your environment.

 Document Compliance

Create a single source of documentation for waivers/exceptions to prove
governance and reduce audit costs.

Once you’re secure, staying secure is easy.
Once you’re in compliance, you need to stay there. The sensitive nature of government data underscores
the continual need to protect critical networks and systems. So again, CISA’s CDM Program plays a key role.
Continuous diagnostics and monitoring (CDM) mean that once you’ve established a secure baseline, you
monitor, diagnose, and remediate the system 24/7 in perpetuity to keep it from drifting out of compliance.
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Automation accelerates
migration, so it moves
at cloud speed.
Leveraging cloud computing offers increased scalability, agility, and modernization to the mix. And zero trust
increases system vigilance. But only automation can deliver that secure baseline—and keep it that way—
without requiring an army of specialists to make it happen. Automation is the secret sauce that makes effective
cybersecurity happen with the pace at which our cyber-adversaries are progressing.
Automation can deliver reliable, repeatable results across multiple environments. It reduces human error and
frees staff time to focus on cloud migration’s higher-value, more strategic aspects. Furthermore, automation
helps your business empower DevOps, artificial intelligence, real-time processing, and more.

“

In an instant, the American people saw how
cybercrime—now the most common crime
in America—could jeopardize the integrity
of critical infrastructure, the American
economy, and our national security.
— Rep. Abigail Spanberger (D-VA), on last year’s Colonial Pipeline
cyberattack, the impetus for the Better Cybercrime Metrics Act

Move to the cloud and modernize across the board.
Moving to the cloud provides the ideal opportunity to transform. It’s a time to switch up processes, work with
the most updated software, clean out what no longer serves, and discover what could serve you better. And
moving at cloud speed means effectively minimizing as many manual processes as possible.
SteelCloud’s ConfigOS patented compliance software suite allows anyone to quickly establish a securely perfect
and fully compliant environment, from RMF and NIST SP 800-171 to STIG and CIS. It is a complete solution
for auditing, scanning, enterprise-wide remediation, compliance reporting, and CDM. And it does the work of
countless IA specialists without complaint. Like the cloud itself, it is a force multiplier. Together, they are the
most modern approach to secure computing.
You can achieve compliance and ATOs using a kluge of disparate scanners and scripting products, or you can
operationalize the entire process with automation that saves you time, budget, effort, and hair-pulling. From
automating compliance to automating migration processes, it’s time to rethink your processes, retrain your
people, and embrace time- and money-saving when you can get it. If you need help sorting out your options
or establishing a secure baseline, give SteelCloud a call.
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About ConfigOS

SteelCloud’s ConfigOS software is currently implemented in hundreds of commercial and
government organizations. Use cases for ConfigOS range from business, cloud, SCADA, and
weapon systems. ConfigOS scans and remediates hundreds of system-level controls in minutes.
In addition, automated remediation rollback, comprehensive compliance reporting and SIEM
dashboard integration, are provided. ConfigOS was designed to harden hundreds of systemlevel controls around an application stack in about 60 minutes - typically eliminating weeks
or months from the RMF accreditation timeline. ConfigOS addresses Microsoft Windows
workstation and server operating systems, SQL Server, IIS, IE, Chrome, and all of the Microsoft
Office components. The same instance of ConfigOS addresses CISCO network devices, Apache,
Red Hat Enterprise 5/6/7/8, SUSE, CENTOS, Ubuntu, and Oracle Linux.
Learn more at https://www.steelcloud.com/configos-cybersecurity/.

About SteelCloud

SteelCloud develops STIG and CIS compliance software for government and commercial
customers. Our products automate policy and security remediation by reducing the complexity,
effort, and expense of meeting government security mandates. SteelCloud has delivered security
policy-compliant solutions to enterprises worldwide, simplifying implementation and ongoing
security and compliance support. SteelCloud products are easy to license through our GSA
Schedule 70 contract. SteelCloud can be reached at (703) 674–5500 or info@steelcloud.com.
Additional information is available at www.steelcloud.com,
or contact Jamie Coffey at jcoffey@steelcloud.com.
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